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‘Full steam ahead’

EDC launches Green Bond
Framework on its 45th anniversary
By Frances Ariola

EDC president Richard Tantoco
ENERGY Development Corporation (EDC) on March 5
launched its maiden Green
Bond Framework to celebrate
its 45th anniversary.
“We’re going full steam ahead
to expand our geothermal portfolio with two projects this year,
our 45th year of operation. Our
24/7 clean geothermal energy is
one of our country’s strengths
that will help the transition to
a low-carbon economy,” said
Richard Tantoco, EDC president and COO.
As previously disclosed, the
board of directors of EDC had
approved the undertaking of a

Bond Shelf Registration of up
to P15 billion, and the offer and
issuance of an initial tranche of
up to P3 billion with an oversubscription option of up to P2
billion fixed rate bonds, subject to
the approval of the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC), to
be listed on the Philippine Dealing & Exchange Corporation.
EDC intends to also apply
with the SEC for the certification
of the bonds under the ASEAN
Green Bonds Standards adopted
in the Philippines.
The bond issuance is intended
for the financing or refinancing
of new and existing renewable
energy projects that are considered Eligible Green Projects under EDC’s Green Bond
Framework. These projects will
provide cleaner, reliable power
to businesses, institutions and
other electricity consumers.
The Green Bond Framework
is drafted in accordance with
the four core components of
the International Capital Market Association 2018 Green
Bond Principles. It provides
guidelines as to the Eligible
Green Projects that can be financed through Green Bonds,
the procedures for the selection

and evaluation of the projects,
the management of the proceeds of the Green Bonds, and
subsequent reporting.
Sustainalytics has reviewed
and issued a Second-Party
Opinion on EDC’s Green Bond
Framework. Sustainalytics is a
leading independent Environmental, Social, and Governance
and corporate governance research, ratings, and analytics
firm that supports investors
around the world with the development and implementation
of responsible investment strategies. It is the largest and most
experienced external reviewer
of Green Bonds as recently recognized by the Climate Bonds
Initiative in its Green Bond
Pioneer Awards.
Sustainalytics has noted that
EDC’s Green Bond Framework is credible and impactful,
highlights the key aspects of
the Green Bond Framework
and confirms the alignment of
the framework with the Green
Bond Principles and EDC’s
sustainability strategy. It also
shows the efforts of EDC and
positive sustainability aspects
of the bonds that will be issued
under the framework.

SKY Fiber offers leveled up speeds
at the same affordable rates
NEW and existing SKY Fiber
subscribers can quickly enhance
their productivity and lifestyle
when they maximize SKY Fiber’s leveled up fiber-fast home
internet subscription plans that
are even more affordably priced
than before.
A P999 monthly fee can now
get subscribers up to 20 Mbps,
a bump up from speeds of 5
Mbps or 10 Mbps in previous
years. To date, this is considered
the most affordable postpaid
plan in the country.
“Subscribers will continue
to have broadband plans from
SKY that are affordable but, in
addition, get faster speeds that
will entirely meet their needs.
SKY Fiber’s internet plans
were designed to assist Filipino households to cope with
their combined demand for
remote work, e-learning, online
entrepreneurship or content
streaming,” said SKY consumer
products group head Claudia
Suarez.
This value-for-money upgrade is extended to the other
SKY Fiber unlimited broadband plan options, notably in
its highest speed plan which
was previously 150 Mbps but
has leveled up to 200 Mbps
for the same price of P3,499 a
month.

A plan that is somewhere in
between the basic and highest
plan is Plan 40 Mbps which
is priced at P1,499 a month,
or Plan 80 Mbps for P1,999 a
month.
Existing SKY Fiber subscribers nationwide can experience
an automatic upgrade by simply
doing a hard modem reset.
SKY Fiber is also offering
unlimited broadband + HD
Cable bundle speed plans of up
to 120 Mbps at best value. For
P2,999 a month, instead of just
enjoying a speed of 60 Mbps,
subscribers can smoothly stream
online videos with a speed of

120 Mbps while having access
to over 60 cable channels.
To make the SKY Fiber Super Speed bundle plans an even
more economical purchase, they
all come with SKY Evo (see related story on next page).  
“The challenges of 2020 have
compelled us to level up our
product offerings this year. We
hope that we can ease the burden of Filipinos by presenting
multiple solutions in our bestvalue bundle plans,” stated Alan
Supnet, SKY’s head for consumer broadband products.
For more info, visit mysky.
com.ph/skyfiber.

annual meeting dates

May 19: First Gen Corporation, 10 a.m.
June 10: Lopez Holdings Corporation, 9 a.m.
To be conducted virtually by means of remote communications.

By Dolly Pasia-Ramos

on our people and culture.
That is our sustainable differentiating capability. Unlike
in other industries where success relies on having the best
set of equipment or hardware,
success in construction companies is primarily driven by
having the most important resource—our people,” said head
of human resources Carlos
Pedro Salonga.
He added: “Having this accolade places First Balfour in a
small group of businesses that
truly understands the value of
people.”
Only around 16% of the
companies that IiP assessed
worldwide achieved the Gold
accreditation.
Level of ‘maturity’
Within each of the levels
of accreditation (standard,
silver, gold, platinum), IiP has

four levels of “maturity”—developed, established, advanced
and high performing. Organizations seeking accreditation
are assessed according to nine
indicators, scored by maturity
level.
First Balfour achieved “advanced” level in seven out of
nine indicators. Benchmarked
against other organizations
that have completed the
survey globally, First Balfour
finished with a score of 783
out of a possible 900 points.
This is higher than the average
industry benchmark for construction of 726, placing First
Balfour third out of 65 other
companies with this size of
organization in the construction sector. This survey result
highlight is one of the items
discussed in the 37-page assessment report sent by IiP.

Exec Movements

FPH greenlights
appointment
of Mayol as VP

THE board of directors
of First Philippine Holdings Corporation (FPH) on
March 4, 2021 approved the
appointment of Rene Mayol
as vice president.
Mayol is currently a senior
risk management officer in the
enterprise risk management
group of FPH. He leads business continuity management
(BCM) planning and implementation, including emergency response, crisis, and recovery
stages, for the FPH Group.
In 2020, he led the establishment of the BCM framework for COVID/pandemics,
created the cross-functional
working organization to ensure aligned action, and convened the crisis management
team to provide strategic direction. The framework was
rolled out to Lopez Group
affiliates as well.
Mayol has been with FPH
since August 1998. He established the first environment,



Three Lopez companies bag Golden Arrow awards

First Balfour’s most important resource is its people
Awarded with the standard accreditation in 2010,
IiP Bronze in 2013 and IiP
Silver in 2017, First Balfour
joins the roster of 14 other IiP
Gold-accredited
companies

in the Philippines. With this
milestone, the company solidifies its commitment to the development of its people—the
driving force behind its success.

LPZ VP-legal and compliance officer Atty. Maria Amina Amado and risk
management head Carla Paras-Sison

First Gen VP and corporate secretary Atty. Rachel Hernandez and legal counsel
Atty. Jose Javier Bautista
Rene Mayol
safety and health program in
the FPH Group.
Prior to joining FPH, he
worked for Pilipinas Shell
Petroleum Corporation from
1988 to 1998. He holds a BS
Electronics and Communications Engineering degree,
magna cum laude, from the
University of San Carlos,
Cebu City, and an Executive
Master in Business Administration from the Asian Institute of Management. He has
earned units in environmental
studies from Miriam College.

promos & offers

First Balfour awarded IiP Gold accreditation
an online survey involving over
600 core business employees
to gather information on the
company’s current people management practices. This was followed by a context discussion
with senior management and
a series of online interviews
and focus group discussions
with over 60 employees across
various functions, positions and
locations.
Gear for Gold
To prepare employees prior
to these interviews, the Gear
for Gold team launched an
internal campaign beginning
July through the release of fact
sheets and people stories and
the conduct of cascades and
mock surveys.
“The whole campaign has
been about reminding everyone that First Balfour’s competitive advantage is anchored
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Special Feature

FIRST Balfour has achieved
the prestigious Gold accreditation from Investors in People
(IiP), making it the first and
only IiP Gold-accredited engineering and construction
company in the Philippines.
A global benchmark for
companies that aim for business improvement through
people
management, this
higher accreditation reflects
First Balfour’s continued commitment to becoming one of
the best employers to work for
in the country today.
Even with the challenges
brought about by the pandemic
to the continuity of its operations,
First Balfour decided to push
through with its IiP Gold journey,
a goal it set in 2019 to coincide
with its golden anniversary.
The series of activities began in November 2020 with

BIZ NEWS

Launching your own business?
SKYBIZ has a plan for that!
SKYBIZ continues its commitment to jumpstarting business
ventures by providing reliable yet affordable internet services
to small and medium enterprises (SMEs) with a 50% discount offer on any BIZ Broadband plan for three months. This
promo runs until March 31, 2021. SMEs can take advantage
of BIZ Broadband’s fast internet speeds of up to 200 Mbps,
perfect for daily business activities, from contacting clients,
sharing products and services online and content browsing
to downloading large files without the hassle of data allocation. With SKYBIZ’s BIZ Broadband plans, you can jumpstart your business without breaking the bank! To know more
about BIZ Broadband plans, visit skybiz.com.ph or email
jumpstart@skycable.com.

LOPEZ Holdings Corporation
(LPZ), First Gen Corporation
and ABS-CBN Corporation were
among 62 companies honored by
the Institute of Corporate Directors (ICD) at its Golden Arrow
Awards held virtually on Feb. 19.
The Golden Arrow recognition is awarded to publicly listed
companies (PLCs) and insurance
companies (InsCos) that achieved
scores of at least 80 points in the
2019 ASEAN Corporate Governance Scorecard (ACGS) Assessment. There are five levels of
performance in corporate governance available, with each ascending level depicted by an increasing
number of golden arrows.
LPZ received 2-arrow recognition for scoring between 90
and 99 points, while First Gen
and ABS-CBN each received
1-arrow recognition for scoring
between 80 and 89 points. The
highest scorers in the country
received 4-arrow recognition.
ICD chief executive officer
Lenard Berba said the assess-

ABS-CBN investor relations head Atty.
Laurice Esteban-Tuason
ment process was stringent because the domestic rankings for
the ACGS underwent peer review by counterpart evaluators
across the ASEAN region.
Accepting the awards for the
Lopez Group in the virtual ceremony were Atty. Maria Amina
Amado, LPZ vice presidentlegal and compliance officer;
Carla Paras-Sison, LPZ headrisk management; Atty. Rachel
Hernandez, First Gen vice
president and corporate secretary; Atty. Jose Javier Bautista,
First Gen legal counsel; and
Atty. Laurice Esteban-Tuason,
ABS-CBN investor relations
head.

The ACGS was developed by
the Asian Development Bank in
partnership with the ASEAN
Capital Markets Forum. It is a
tool for assessing governance
practices based on publicly available information. It is benchmarked against international
best practices that encourage
companies to go beyond national legislative requirements.

Its rigorous methodology assesses the corporate governance
performance of PLCs in six
participating ASEAN member
countries, and provides foreign
investors and external fund
managers comparable information to assist in their investment
decision-making process. The
first ACGS awards ceremony
was held in 2015.

SKY offers larger-than-life entertainment experience with SKY Evo
A more enriching and largerthan-life viewing experience
awaits families and entertainment seekers as SKY
launches SKY Evo, the latest
digibox innovation that will
surely make television viewing more captivating and immersive.
SKY Evo gives users the
freedom to discover over 190
SKYcable channels, allowing families to indulge in a
wide variety of TV programs.
At the same time, they get to
watch on-demand video content through preinstalled video
streaming apps such as iWantTFC, HBO GO, YouTube
and Amazon Prime.

Further amplifying their
home entertainment experience are over 5,000 downloadable apps and games.
“During these challenging
times, we understand that entertainment has been a source of
happiness and escape at home.
We always seek content on various platforms and devices, be it
a smartphone or tablet. But, of
course, nothing beats how immersive the big television screen
is. After all, a TV at home unites
family members when they
bond over their favorite films,
shows or app activities. So, to
evolve and adapt to their needs,
we came up with SKY Evo for
an enhanced viewing experi-

ence, flexible content selection
and nonstop entertainment for
the whole family,” said Abigail
Ng Sy, head of pay TV products
at SKY.
On top of the jam-packed
entertainment offerings of SKY
Evo, the device is equipped
with Google Assistant. It also
has Chromecast built in, which
enables wireless casting of content from mobile devices to the
big screen.
With SKY Evo, home entertainment will never be the
same again. The device is best
experienced with SKY Fiber
Unli Broadband + HD Cable
TV plans as users will benefit
both from SKY Fiber’s fast and

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

reliable internet connection and
SKYcable’s plethora of television channels.
SKY Evo comes standard
with all SKY Fiber Unli Broadband + HD Cable TV plans
for a one-time installation fee
of P2,000. It is available on
SKYcable plans for a one-time
installation fee of P2,500. To
know more about SKY Evo,
visit www.mysky.com.ph/skyevo.
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Executive Feature

Clockwise from left: Gian Carlo Vizcarra (leftmost) with the customer relationship management team then headed
by Ezer Escolar (4th from left); Daniel Padilla’s ‘Apollo’ concert was one of KTX’s earliest blockbusters in 2020; KTX
platform head Hedda Ocampo; ‘The House Arrest’ of Us,’ which ended its run in January, was another massive hit;
New Star Magic group BGYO was launched on the platform in early 2021; ‘BrightWin’ virtually met their Filipino fans
on KTX; ‘Hello Stranger: The Movie’ starring Tony Labrusca and JC Alcantara had its digital premiere on the online
events venue

KTX...

from page 1

TWELVE months into one
of the world’s longest lockdowns, Filipinos have carved
out new virtual lives for themselves. The year 2020 forced
people to finally do things
online that would have been
unthinkable for them prepandemic—order a new TV or
fresh vegetables sight unseen,
celebrate a birthday, attend a

wedding, interview for a job,
brainstorm with the team,
roll out a project and watch a
concert.
That’s why KTX (“Key to
Experiences”) has become a
go-to place, even a lifeline, for
people looking for a couple of
hours of entertainment and
social interaction. The platform
has hosted hundreds of virtual concerts, movie screenings,
digital series, fan fests, film
fests, album launches, corporate
events, fundraisers and private

celebrations over the past eight
months.
Its most recent triumph
was hosting Regine Velasquez’s
“Freedom,” currently one of the
platform’s top grossers alongside Daniel Padilla’s concert
“Apollo,” Thai superstars Bright
and Win’s fan conference
“BrightWin Manila Live” and
the “KathNiel” digital series
“The House Arrest of Us.”
“It’s heartwarming. At a
time when a lot of things are
down, KTX has been a bright

light,” says Gian Carlo Vizcarra, KTX head of operations
and business development.
As of February, KTX has already sold some 300,000 tickets,
double the figure of 150,000 in
2020, notes Vizcarra.
When the original KTX
was launched by ABS-CBN’s
customer relationship management (CRM) department in
2017, it was mainly an online
ticketing platform where fans
could get tickets to join ABSCBN events or be part of the

live audience of Kapamilya
programs like “It’s Showtime”
and “ASAP.” ABS-CBN was
the first Philippine TV network
to have such a service.
As KTX entered its third year,
however, circumstances—the
pandemic, particularly—called
for a pivot from being an online
ticketing platform for live events
to an online events venue.
Ticketed shows
Vizcarra recalls: “During
the start of the pandemic, artists
were performing on Facebook

for free to raise funds for those
in need. No one was doing
ticketed shows yet at the time.
Regine Velasquez and Sharon
Cuneta did big fundraisers for
ABS-CBN Foundation Inc.,
Ryan Cayabyab’s ‘Bayanihan
Musikahan’ was also streamed
for free on Facebook, which
encouraged people to donate.
But as the lockdown went on,
it became evident that doing
online events for free was not
sustainable, even for the artists.”

Spotlight

‘Himig’ finals night: See it first on KTX
THE finals night of ABSCBN’s “Himig” 11th edition
songwriting competition is
happening on March 21, when
the recipients of the special
awards will be recognized
and the Best Song will be announced.
The “Himig” 11th edition
finals night will be seen first
via livestream on KTX at 7
p.m. for P199. It will be broadcast at 10 p.m. on Kapamilya
Channel’s “Sunday’s Best” and
TFC IPTV.
Fans have a say on who will
take home the TFC’s Global
Choice Award, MOR Philippines Choice Award and
MYX Choice for Best Music
Video by voting for their favorite finalists until March 15.
To vote for your TFC
Global Choice Award, watch,
comment and react to its “Himig” in-studio performance.
The song with the most

comments and reactions will
receive the award along with
$1,000 for its songwriter.
For the MOR Philippines
Choice Award, log in on
YouTube and like the official
audio-video of the entry of
your choice on MOR Entertainment’s YouTube Channel.
Meanwhile, 30% of the criteria for judging for the MYX
Choice for Best Music Video
award will come from the total
number of views of the entries’
official music videos.
The event will also be
streamed on Kapamilya Online
Live, the YouTube channels of
ABS-CBN Star Music, MYX
Philippines, MOR Entertainment and One Music PH as
well as ABS-CBN Music’s
official TikTok account (@
abscbnmusic).
“Himig” 11th edition has
presented a diverse lineup of
songs and interpreters, and col-

laborations like Jeremy G and
Kyle Echarri for John Francis
and Jayson Franz Pasicolan’s
“Kahit Na Masungit”; Moira
dela Torre and Agsunta for David Mercado’s “Kahit Kunwari
Man Lang”; Davey Langit ft.
Kritiko for Kenneth Reodica’s
“Ang Hirap Maging Mahirap”;
and Janine Berdin ft. Joanna
Ang for the latter’s “Bulalakaw.”
It has also opened doors for
rookie interpreters Zephanie
for SJ Gandia’s “Tinadhana
Sa ’Yo,” JMKO for Mariah
Moriones’ “Tabi-tabi Po,” Kiss
‘N Tell for its entry “Pahina,”
ZILD for Dan Tañedo’s “Ibang
Planeta” and FANA for Erica
Sabalboro’s “Out,” and saw the
return of previous interpreters
like KZ Tandingan for Danielle Balagtas’ “Marupok,” Sam
Mangubat for Daryl Cielo’s
“Kulang Ang Mundo” and
Juris for Jabez Orara’s “Ika’y
Babalik Pa Ba.”

The “pandemic version” of
KTX initially tested the waters with a Jed Madela digital
concert in June, three months
after the country went into
lockdown. The turnout for the
performer’s “New Normal” was
highly encouraging.
Despite the ABS-CBN
shutdown and with various
other closures looming on the
horizon, KTX quickly powered
through with YouTube tandem
JaMill’s “Tayo Hanggang Dulo”
fan fest and K Brosas’ “20K20”
in July; and the “Hello Stranger”
fan conference in August, one
of its last hurrahs as part of the
CRM group.
Meanwhile, Daniel Padilla’s
“Apollo” concert in September
proved to be phenomenal in
terms of ticket sales. By this time,
ABS-CBN Films had taken KTX
under its wing following the dissolution of CRM; this meant a
two-person team composed of
Vizcarra and Hedda Ocampo,
who is KTX’s platform head.
KTX followed “Apollo” up
with Padilla and Kathryn Bernardo’s 13-episode “The House Arrest of Us” series which dropped
its first installment in October.
“We make sure we try to give
the fans something different,
something special. For example,
for ‘The House Arrest of Us’ we
had fan conferences in between
the episodes—bonus features.
We always try have that extra
KTX offer,” Vizcarra says.
League of its own
One could say KTX today is
in a league of its own because it
agilely pivoted to host concerts
and live events. Its portfolio
now includes Side A’s “Calesa,”
“Nina Live,” The CompanY’s
“Roadtrip,” the BGYO launch,
4th Impact’s “Dreams” and
“Christmas” concerts; special
events like Miss Universe Phil-

ippines 2020, Miss Earth 2020,
Philippine Rap Olympics 2020
and The Fact Music Awards
Korea; fan conferences of Thai
superstars Bright and Win;
theater productions with partnerships with PETA, Tanghalang Pilipino and Full House
Entertainment; and the biggest
movies from Star Cinema and
other film outfits.
Pandemic or not, fans will
always have that different drive,
and the KTX story reinforces
that.
“They don’t want to be left
out, they want to watch first, as
much as possible,” says Vizcarra
of their audience.
KTX further caters to the
fans’ need for community
through a chat box on the site
that allows them to interact
with co-fans even as the concert
or movie unfolds on-screen.
“It acknowledges the fact
that people, Filipinos in particular, are very communal, we like
to talk and discuss when watching a movie. KTX answers that.
We’re an events platform, so we
treat every show as an event,
whether it is a concert, movie
or seminar, among others.”
Upcoming shows
Thus, expect the KTX treatment from upcoming shows
such as the much-awaited concerts of Sarah Geronimo, Ogie
Alcasid, rapper Ez Mil, Neocolours, Ryan Cayabyab and the
RCS, and the 11th edition of
“Himig” (see sidebar story).
Vizcarra acknowledges that
KTX’s success is due in no small
part to their collaborators—the
producers and artists.
“KTX is a small platform
with no marketing budget at
all. But it has become successful because of their support
and belief in us, especially the
early and continued support

we are getting from Star Music
and Star Cinema. We’re very
lucky also that other producers
are partnering with us—Viva,
TBA, Regal, PETA and all
the others. KTX has also been
blessed with a public that appreciates the genuine connection we want to establish with
them,” he stresses.
Coming off what he calls
their “breakout year,” the ABSCBN veteran who first joined
the company as a teenager
believes KTX will continue to
thrive in the post-COVID-19
setting.
“We have become an ‘enabler’ to the ABS-CBN ecosystem because premiere nights,
movies, concerts, launches and
fan conferences can be done on
KTX. We’re able to help both
the artist and the producer.”
On the fans’ side, KTX has
allowed them to watch shows
at the same time wherever
they are in the country or the
world—a far cry from days past
when only Manila-based fans
would have access to the biggest concert venues.
“With KTX, we’re all
watching at the same time
regardless of location. If you’re
in the province, you can watch
at the same time as the fans in
Manila. If you’re abroad, you can
also watch even if it’s probably
early in the morning where you
are. If people become habituated to watching a show alongside everyone else, hopefully
there could be a blended kind
of enjoyment where fans could
be at the venue while others are
content with enjoying shows via
livestream. What’s your choice?
If you want to watch live, you
can. If you want to watch at
home, you can. Ultimately, ang
panalo dito is the audience,”
Vizcarra says.

AS a teenager, Gian Carlo
Vizcarra had the opportunity to migrate with his entire
family to the United States.
He had quit journalism studies and was waiting for his
petition when ABS-CBN
Corporation’s public relations
(PR) division hired him in
2004. He eventually chose to
stay in the Philippines and
afterwards completed his
bachelor’s degree at the University of Santo Tomas.
Fast forward to November
2019, Vizcarra was rehired by
ABS-CBN to head business
development for KTX, the
ticketing service supporting
the live events, studio tours
and the fan loyalty program of
the network.
“At that time under CRM
(Customer Relationship Management), KTX operations
were already running smoothly.
But it was a small player in
the ticketing business. You
had the established names like
TicketNet and TicketWorld.
They were the ‘big fish.’ KTX
was ‘small fry.’ I had just come
from doing PR work for some
theater companies and management agencies, and it was an
opportunity to expand the reach
of KTX outside of the network,
because I practically know a lot
of people in the business—who
to talk to, what their needs are,”
Vizcarra recalls.
Four months into his
new role, the COVID-19
pandemic led to nationwide
quarantine restrictions and
all live events were cancelled.
KTX pivoted to the digital
space and captured a significant number of virtual events
that provided much-needed
entertainment to audiences
seeking respite and sanity.
Breaking new ground
He says: “My longtime boss
and mentor (writer/producer
Joaquin Enrico Santos, vice
president of ABS-CBN Film
Productions or Star Cinema)
instilled in me the drive to always break new ground. I take
pride that KTX did break new
ground. It was really something
new and I am proud to be part
of a pioneering effort, and at
the same time contribute to
the company’s objectives, at the
same time help other people in
the industry—artists and producers, among many others.”
Eight months into his KTX
assignment, Congress denied
ABS-CBN’s franchise application and the CRM division
had to close shop. Together
with more than 20 other colleagues at CRM, Vizcarra was

Gian Carlo Vizcarra (left) with one of his
mentors, ABS-CBN Films VP and KTX
head Enrico Santos

The small fry

break
new ground
By Carla Paras-Sison

winding down operations and
informing, more of apologizing to, customers, suppliers and
other stakeholders about some
projects that would no longer
push through due to the closure of the division.
CRM was shuttered on Aug.
31, 2020 but the following day,
Santos, Star Cinema managing
director Olivia Lamasan and
ABS-CBN Global chief operating officer Aldrin Cerrado
found a place for two people to
run KTX, Vizcarra being one of
them with Hedda Ocampo.
Santos, Lamasan and Cerrado saw the value as well as
the potential of KTX to not
just support ABS-CBN Films
but a whole industry of producers—of movies, concerts and
other events—who all need the
platform to reach their market.
And KTX did not disappoint.
It thrived in the digital arena
bringing the biggest virtual
events direct to patrons’ homes.
Profit center
“The challenge now is how to
maintain and further strengthen
KTX. We will have to find ways
to make the brand even bigger
and somehow keep it afloat
even after the pandemic is over.
I joined KTX when it was ‘small
fry.’ I don’t want to go back to
being ‘small fry.’ As a business, I
always think that if we don’t earn
enough, we will fold. That keeps
me motivated every day. I have
always been proud of KTX, and

I am even more proud of what
it has become the past months,
and I will never drop this KTX
ball,” Vizcarra says.
It seems that not going to
the US, working on a variety
of assignments in and outside
ABS-CBN, and rejoining ABSCBN when it was just about to
lose its franchise all worked to
bring Vizcarra to KTX now.
Reflecting on the Lopez
Value of a pioneering entrepreneurial spirit, he says: “I
enjoy everything that I do for
KTX. I get to talk to people,
help them with their goals. I get
to work with brilliant bosses.
It’s all good and it brings me
a different kind of fulfillment.
I am accountable for it. And I
welcome this accountability because I feel like KTX is so much
a part of me and I want to make
those people who launched
KTX around four years ago
to be proud of what KTX has
become, especially then CRM
head Richmond Ezer Escolar.”
His message to Lopez
Group kapamilya: “Spend time
and enjoy that KTXperience.
Let us provide you with that
‘KTX,’ not just Kapamilya
tickets, but that ‘key to experience.’ We want everybody to
have different experiences,”
especially in view of the many
talented artists, filmmakers and
event organizers who wish to
connect with their audiences,
even if only virtually for now.
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Bantay Bata
marks 24th year
with music video

Portable Media Libraries have made teaching easier, the recipients tell the Knowledge Channel team in a catch-up session

Teachers turn to KCh as
distance learning continues

By Francis Monato

IN the first Kuwentong School
at Home live event on Feb. 5,
11 teachers across the country
shared how the Portable Media
Libraries (PMLs) they received
from Knowledge Channel and
“It’s Showtime” helped them
teach their learners.
The PMLs, which have more
than 1,500 learning materials
and educational games, aim
to aid the teachers in making
distance learning more effective
and engaging as part of Knowledge Channel’s #KuwentongSchoolatHome campaign.
“Dito sa banda sa amin, bibihira ang may strong WiFi con-

nection, so malaking bagay sa
amin ang access [PML]… kasi
matututo talaga ang mga bata
at makakapanood na hindi na
kailangan ng internet; pati parents makapanood,” said Daniel
Nadela, a teacher from Biñan,
Laguna, during the Facebook
Live turnover.
“Sobra kaming happy kasi
ang pakay namin sa Knowledge
Channel ay mag-provide access. Gusto namin na maraming
estudyante, mga guro at mga
magulang ang magkaroon ng
access para gumanda ang pagkatuto ng mga bata,” Doris Nuval,
Knowledge Channel Founda-

tion Inc. (KCFI) access and
school community engagement
head, responded.
Rina Lopez-Bautista, president of KCFI, also graced the
Facebook Live session.
“Di namin lubos maisip kung
gaano kahirap ang mga challenges na kailangan ninyong
pagtagumpayan at mga pagbabago na kailangan ninyong
pag-aralan. Ipinakita niyo na
walang imposible,” she said.
“Masaya kaming maging
kaagapay ninyong mga guro sa
inyong pagtuturo sa mga bata
para sila ay matuto. Sa pagtutulungan natin, mas marami pa

THE provincial government of
Negros Occidental, led by Gov.
Eugenio Jose Lacson, turned
over 500 Knowledge Channel Portable Media Libraries
(PMLs) to 33 school districts
under the Department of
Education (DepEd)-Division
of Negros Occidental at Negros Occidental High School
(NOHS), Bacolod City on Feb.
18.
The initiative was a response to the needs of the
education sector as it shifts to
distance learning. Lacson said

the provincial government
has always encouraged initiatives that support DepEd and
its learners.
“A year into the pandemic
and months of alternative
learning, the obligation to
protect and promote the right
of our learners to quality education at all levels, and to take
appropriate steps to make such
education accessible to all, has
become more imperative,” the
governor said.
Present during the turnover of the PMLs were board

member Agustin Ernesto
Bascon, chairman of the SP
committee on education;
executive assistant to the
governor
Charina
Magallanes-Tan, DepEd-Negros
Occidental schools division
superintendent
Marsette
Sabbaluca; school governance
and operations division chief
Romeo Sison; division PTA
Federation president Udrick
Magbanua Jr.; NOHS principal Mario Amaca; and public
schools district supervisors
and teachers. (F. Monato)

tayong maabot na mga schools,
teachers at learners na nangangailangan ng mga relevant and
engaging learning resources,”
Lopez-Bautista added.
The session ended with
a video greeting from “It’s
Showtime” hosts Amy Perez
and Vhong Navarro thanking
the teachers for their service
to Filipino children. Team
Vhong, Amy and Jackie, in a
“Magpasikat” performance on
“It’s Showtime” last October,
saluted the teachers for their
efforts to continue nurturing
learners’ minds during the
pandemic.

Negros Occidental gets 500
Knowledge Channel PMLs

Keifer Sanchez, Mackie Empuerto and Francis Concepcion of TNT Boys are the
voices behind ‘Bawat Isa ay Bata’
ABS-CBN Foundation Inc.’s
(AFI) Bantay Bata 163 celebrated 24 years of protecting
and loving the Filipino child
with a music video dedicated
to its beneficiaries, donors,
partners and founder Gina
Lopez.
Featuring the song “Bawat
Isa ay Bata” performed by the
TNT Boys, the video shows
how Bantay Bata 163 has
evolved through the years as it
strives to champion the welfare
of children.
Founded by the late Gina
Lopez, the former chair of
AFI, Bantay Bata 163 began as
a hotline to report incidents of
child abuse. Nowadays, it also
offers educational assistance
and manages a childcare residential facility. It expanded its
Hotline 163 system with the
launch of a Facebook page in
2020.
Bantay Bata 163 director
of advocacy Ernie Lopez expressed gratitude to everyone
who helped the program sustain its services for more than
two decades.
“There is a lot more work
to be done, but I want to
thank all of you for your hard
work all these 24 years. With-

out the grace of God, without
volunteers like you, without
hardworking employees like
you and without the gracious
generosity of donors and
sponsors, we would not still be
around,” he said in a recorded
video.
Joining him in leading Bantay Bata 163 to new heights is
Roberta Lopez-Feliciano, the
managing director of AFI.
“Bantay Bata has grown
in reach and scope, tackling
the deeply rooted issues of
poverty, inequality and violence through holistic support
services aimed at producing
citizens with a deep sense of
social responsibility and action. We continue to improve
our services and online presence to ensure that we are able
to address current issues such
as online sexual abuse and
exploitation of children, cyberbullying and child mental
health,” she said.
The “Bawat Isa ay Bata”
music video is up on the AFI
Facebook page. The song was
written by Mark Raywin Tome
with music by Lloyd Oliver
Corpuz and Jungee Marcelo.
The video was produced by Kay
Marie Batac.
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Is LASIK worth the investment?
By Charizze Henson

THERE is no doubt that
LASIK is a popular procedure.
In fact, TV host Gretchen Ho
recently had LASIK surgery
after years of wearing contact
lenses. But what is LASIK and
why are a lot people interested
in it?
“LASIK frees you from the
hassles or inconveniences of
wearing eyeglasses or contact
lenses,” says Asian Eye Institute LASIK/refractive service
director Dr. Robert Ang.
“It lets you have sharp vision, so it is a lot easier for you
to do things—from as simple
as doing your day-to-day tasks
at home or at work, to playing
sports or achieving your dream
job. I actually have had patients
who do LASIK because they
want to become an athlete, go
for military training, become a
flight attendant and even a pilot.”
While you have to be awake
during the surgery, LASIK is
quick and painless. It typically
takes 10 minutes per eye. You

can have surgery today and be
able to get back to work in two
to three days.
Asian Eye is the only eye institute in the Philippines that
makes use of the latest generation VICTUS femtosecond
laser and Teneo 2 excimer laser
from Bausch & Lomb. These
top-of-the-line machines are
equipped with unique features
such as ultrafast laser speed, active control eye tracker and iris
registration.
“Having an ultrafast laser
speed shortens the treatment
time,” explains the multiawarded Ang. “This means that
we lessen the evaporation time
and drying of the cornea. This
also means that patients don’t
have to be anxious during surgery and there are lesser chances that they will move during
the procedure.
“The active control eye tracker detects and adjusts to all eye
movements. So even if your eye
moves up or down, left or right,
the laser pulses will be fired in

the correct location each time,
while iris registration ensures
that your treatment will never
be applied to another patient’s
eyes,” he adds.
Can anyone undergo LASIK?
LASIK is usually recommended for patients with eye
grades ranging from 100 to
600, with astigmatism up to
400, and are between 18 and 39
years old. This is because the eye
grade stabilizes once you reach
18 and, by the time you hit 40,
you start to develop an age-related condition called presbyopia or loss of near vision.
Apart from eye grade, there
are other factors that are considered to ensure the success
of the surgery. Ang says: “Our
main goal is to ensure the safety
and satisfaction of our patients.
That is why we require them to
undergo a 3- to 4-hour LASIK
screening, so we can thoroughly
check their corneal thickness
and curvature, and if they have
other eye conditions that may
be affecting their vision. If in

case they have a retinal problem
or cataract, we need to address
it first before we proceed with
the surgery.”
Asian Eye offers the most
thorough LASIK screening as
well as the most complete range
of refractive options.
“If a patient does not qualify for LASIK, we can recommend transepithelial PRK
or implantable contact lenses
(ICL). ICL is for patients with
very high grade, up to 1800 or
astigmatism up to 600, who
cannot qualify for any laser
procedure; Supracor LASIK
for those with presbyopia, so
they can see clearly without
wearing reading glasses. At
present, ICL offers the highest quality vision among all refractive options. It is similar to
a contact lens, but is inserted
inside the eye. It does not require maintenance like regular
contact lenses do, and is best
for night driving as it has minimal glares and haloes.”
Ang has the most extensive

Asian Eye Institute LASIK/refractive service director Dr. Robert Ang
experience in LASIK, ICL and
Supracor in the Philippines.
To protect patients, Asian
Eye practices strict safety protocols. A negative antigen test is
required before the surgery, and
the operating room is equipped
with a laminar airflow system
with HEPA filters.
LASIK is definitely worth
the investment for anyone who

needs clear vision for work, leisure or simply for enjoying time
with their loved ones.
Book a screening and avail of
Asian Eye’s LASIK Buddy EGC to get two LASIK screenings for P3,150. Visit www.
asianeyeshop.com and schedule
an appointment at the Rockwell Makati, TriNoma or SM
Mall of Asia clinics.

Eats

More alfresco dining spaces in
Rockwell as The Grove goes streetside
By Anina Reyes

THE lovely open spaces that
characterize the Rockwell lifestyle make them perfect for
streetside dining, a concept
that Rockwell in Makati had
started. The Grove’s restaurants
followed in February and it’s
sure to delight residents and

Bueno Tapas & Wine’s Paella Mixta

patrons from the eastern side of
the metro.
The Pasig community now
enjoys alfresco dining along
Retail Row, where they can indulge in the international cuisines of Om Indian Kitchen,
Asakusa Home of Tempura
and Bueno
Tapas
&
Wine.
Flavorful samosas
from Om
and a variety of tempura sets in
Asakusa are
sure favorites for customers. They
can cap the
night with
a
sizzling
plate
of
gambas and
a glass of
Tempranillo

Brunch set from The Gardens
or a Spanish cocktail from
Bueno.
All-day alfresco dining
is also available at the Pavilion restaurants’ own dining
setups. Regulars can enjoy
truffle eggs with mushrooms
and cheese at The Gardens
for brunch. Starbucks has
refreshments which are ideal
for quick breaks or long work
meetings. If they’re craving
something familiar yet excit-

ing, they can opt to dine at
Sunrise Buckets, known for
their chicken wings drenched
in homemade sauces, or at
Hanamaruken with their
savory ramen. Tartufo Ristorante offers Italian dishes
that are always freshly made
and best paired with sangrias.
Escape into the peaceful
yet pleasurable outdoors as
restaurants at The Grove go
streetside!
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ABS-CBN News streams top ANC,
TeleRadyo shows on YouTube
By Kane Choa

More ABS-CBN
programs air on TV5
ABS-CBN
Entertainment,
Cignal and TV5 continue to
collaborate to bring the best
content to more Filipinos with
the airing of “FPJ’s Ang Probinsyano,” “Ang Sa Iyo ay Akin,”
“Walang Hanggang Paalam”
and “Pinoy Big Brother (PBB)
Connect” on TV5.
Viewers of TV5 are now able
to enjoy the compelling stories,
quality production, world-class
talent and positive Filipino values showcased in the Kapamilya
shows from Monday to Friday,
8 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
“FPJ’s Ang Probinsyano”
continues to serve loyal viewers with engaging and actionpacked episodes that highlight
love for family, nation and God
as they follow the story of Cardo Dalisay.
The social media-trending
teleserye and most-watched
show on iWantTFC, “Ang Sa
Iyo ay Akin” which is now on
its last few days, and the starstudded family drama series
“Walang Hanggang Paalam,”
have captivated many viewers
since 2020. TV5 also showed
the final week of “PBB Connect,” including the Big Night
on March 14.

Through this arrangement
with Cignal and TV5, ABSCBN Entertainment will be
able to bring its programs
through TV5’s nationwide
reach.
“We welcome the inclusion of ABS-CBN entertainment shows in our roster of
programs. We believe that this
content deal will benefit Filipino viewers across the country because of TV5’s extensive
coverage,” said Robert Galang,
Cignal and TV5 president and
CEO.
“FPJ’s Ang Probinsyano,”
“Ang Sa Iyo ay Akin,” “Walang
Hanggang Paalam” and “PBB
Connect” are the latest ABSCBN Entertainment shows to
be aired on TV5 following the
simulcast of “ASAP Natin ‘To”
and “FPJ: Da King” every Sunday since January. (K. Choa)
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ABS-CBN News expands its
reach in the digital space and
continues to cross borders to
serve Filipinos globally by
streaming worldwide some
of its news and talk shows
on its widely-followed YouTube starting this month of
March.
These include “Matters of
Fact” anchored by Christian
Esguerra and “Headstart
with Karen Davila,” which
are both seen on the cable
TV news channel ABS-CBN
News Channel (ANC). Episodes of another ANC program, “Top Story” with Ron
Cruz and Denice Dinsay, are
also available on demand on
YouTube.
Global Filipinos who miss
TeleRadyo will now get to
stream “Sakto” hosted by Amy
Perez, Johnson Manabat and
Jeff Canoy; “TeleRadyo Balita” with Noli de Castro and

‘Top Story’ anchors Ron Cruz and Denice Dinsay
Joyce Balancio; “On the Spot”
with Danny Buenafe and Tony
Velasquez; and “SRO” anchored by Alvin Elchico with
Doris Bigornia.
Prior to this, ABS-CBN
News made the livestream
of its flagship news program “TV Patrol” accessible
worldwide on YouTube last

November as it continues to
solidify its global and digital
presence.
A recipient of the YouTube
Diamond Creator Award, the
ABS-CBN News YouTube
channel already has 11.8 million subscribers as it offers
viewers a variety of newscasts
and current affairs programs

Karen Davila
as well as digital exclusives
and live coverage of breaking
news.
Apart from YouTube, ABSCBN News has opened various programs for viewing on
news.abs-cbn.com, the ABSCBN News Facebook page, via
the ABS-CBN News app and
iWantTFC.

Dan soars high in ‘Saranggola’
SINGER-songwriter
Dan Ombao has released
his latest single, a pensive
ballad entitled “Saranggola,” under Star Music.
The “Idol Philippines” alum gives another hugot track that
signifies hope for a
reunion with a special
someone despite knowing that the relationship
is already over.

“Saranggola” will be part
of Dan’s upcoming five-track
debut EP along with his first
single “Muling Maramdaman,”
which was nominated in the
2021 Wish Music Awards for
Ballad Song of the Year.
In 2019, the rising acoustic
pop singer made it as one of the
Top 5 finalists in “Idol Philippines.” Prior to this, he joined
the second season of “The Voice
of the Philippines” and became

part of Sarah Geronimo’s team.
Aside from singing, Dan
is also an instrumentalist who
can play the guitar, piano,
drums, saxophone and violin. He considers John Mayer,
Charlie Hunter and Ella
Fitzgerald as his top musical
influences.
Don’t lose hope for another
chance at love in Dan’s “Saranggola,” out on music streaming
services now!

‘Snyder cut’

‘Justice League’ to premiere in PH on HBO GO via SKY
THE Warner Bros. Pictures
and DC full-length HBO Max
Original feature film “Zack
Snyder’s Justice League” comes
to Philippine homes with its
premiere on HBO GO via
SKY on March 18.
Determined to ensure Superman’s (Henry Cavill) ultimate
sacrifice was not in vain, Bruce
Wayne (Ben Affleck) aligns forces with Diana Prince (Gal Gadot)
with plans to recruit a team of
metahumans to protect the world
from an approaching threat of
catastrophic proportions.
The task proves more difficult than Bruce imagined, as

each of the recruits must face
the demons of their own pasts
to transcend that which has
held them back. Now united,
Batman (Affleck), Wonder
Woman (Gadot), Aquaman
( Jason Momoa), Cyborg (Ray
Fisher) and The Flash (Ezra
Miller) may be too late to save
the planet from Steppenwolf,
DeSaad and Darkseid.
Viewers do not have to
wait in long lines to watch
“Zack Snyder’s Justice League”
as the cinematic experience
is brought to the safety and
convenience of their homes
through HBO GO for as low

as P99 a month using a SKYcable plan or P149 a month via
any SKY Fiber plan.

To know more about SKY’s
VOD offerings, visit mysky.
com.ph.

